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A CHRISTIAN CITY IN THE BYZANTINE AGE. 

II. 

I HAVE first of all to correct an error in the former part of 
this article, due ultimately to a misprint in Labbe's edition 
of the Acta Conciliorum, The name Barathra does not 
occur in any ancient authority, only Barata, Baratta and 
Barattha (together with some false forms, which may be 
ignored as mere errors). In Lab be's Nicene lists, A.D. 325, 
either a broken letter t, or a misprint r in place of t, causes 
the name to appear Barathra (unless it is minutely in
spected); and thus it is given in the classified lists printed 
in my Historical Geography, p. 331. The form Barathe in 
the Peutinger Table, therefore, seemed to prove that 
Barathra occurred in the original map from which the 
Table ultimately was derived. Thie idea must now be 
abandoned: Barathe implies an original Barattha. The 
identification of Maden Sheher as Barata, therefore, rests 
only on the general arguments stated in my study of 
Lycaonian topography, in the Austrian Jahresh.efte, 1904, 
Beibl., p. 82, which though strong are not conclusive. It 
remains quite possible that the old name Barata (pronounced, 
at least in later Roman time, Varata) is to be regarded as 
identical with the modern V arta, Abyss, and that Maden
Sheher is the Turkish translation of the ancient name. 
But this philological theory cannot be used as an argu
ment at present to support the topographical identifica
tion ; rather, the philological theory needs to be supported 
on the topographical fact. 

In the concluding paragraph the relation between the 
churches of the Kara-Dagh (Barata) and graves of the 
dead was introduced, and it was pointed out that these 
churches show how the old Anatolian belief, that no place 
was properly consecrated unless a grave were connected 
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with it, and that the making of a grave was in itself an act 
of religious worship, was revived in a slightly Christianized 
form. 

In the first place the mere fact that in a small district we 
have at least sixty churches, and probably others either 
undiscovered or obliterated, shows that these churches were 
not used only for purposes of Christian assembly and con
gregational ritual. Moreover, a number of them are too 
small. The mere building of a church must have been in 
itself felt as an act of religious duty and merit. 

In the second place, as my wife began first to observe, 
there is a marked tendency to have beside each church 
(apart from those actually inside the circuit of the town
dwellings) a grave and a basin cut in the rock for holding 
water. Cases of this class are too many to enumerate. 
They are the general feature of the locality. 

In the third place, a grave is sometimes found in the 
vestibule or narthex of the church. 

In the fourth place, we very often found a sepulchral 
inscription engraved in a conspicuous way on a church, 
most frequently on one of the doorposts or on a supporting 
column in the middle of the double doorway. It is impos
sible to suppose that such inscriptions, placed so conspicu
ously, were unauthorized or unconnected with the purpose 
of the construction. Perhaps it might forthwith be as
sumed that these inscriptions state the intention and 
charactoc of the building ; but in view of all that depends 
on this principle it is best that reasons should be stated, in 
case there be any reluctance to admit the view which is 
here set forth. When I first observed these sepulchral 
inscriptions on the churches, I thought they had been 
placed on the buildings, after they had stood for years, 
from the desire to bury the dead close to the holy shrine ; 
but I found that this view does not explain the facts. 
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Now these sepulchral inscriptions on churches at or 
near Barata are all very late. They are engraved in coarse, 
rude letters, and their whole style marks them as later than 
anything else of the kind known to me in Anatolian 
epigraphy. Some examples will show clearly that they are 
of the poorest and least educated style. 

1. On the apse of Church No. Ill. in Bin Bir Kilisse

Here lies the daughter of Stephanus, who never felt sensation or 
pleasure, on the tenth November.1 

It can hardly be supposed that, in epitaphs so brief as 
these, the description of the child implies only that she died 
too young to speak: that could have been expressed by 
stating her age. She had been a witless child, who never 
shared in the pleasure or intercourse of life 2 ; and this fact 
is stated, evidently, as part of the reason why special atten
tion was paid to her grave : on this point there will be 
more to say in a subsequent paragraph. 

The adjoining stone bears an extract from Psalm cxxxii. 
14,3 written by the same hand as a sort of consecration of 
the church in a higher religious style. These two inscrip
tions are like the dedication and the consecrating words 
of Scripture, engraved on the two sides of the entrance to a 
rock-church at Siniandos.4 

2. On the middle column in the west door of church No. 
VI. at Bin Bir Kilisse-

Theodoros, the slave of Christ. (Here) was laid to rest Papadia in 
the month of March on the fifteenth. Amen. God give her bliss. 

1 This and the other epitaphs are complete, unless the contrary is 
stated. The Greek text of all is given at the end of the article. 

1 Hence she was nameless, probably unbaptized (M. Clermont Ganneau). 
3 Mr. C. H. Turner pointed out to me that it was an inaccurate quotation 

of this Psalm : hence it is necessary to take ICarvwuo ss equivalent to 
ICaTOIK'fJ<TOJ. 

• The inscriptions are given by Rev. H. S. Cronin in Journal of Hellenic 
Studiu, 1902, pp. 97, 339. In 2 lul'AOop.fp ••• ~~ TOP vaov ToV IC(vp!o)v 
,Y&:Aov-rn ..paXp.li~. In 1 d8Xo.p6[p]ov ICE ?rav[£'!1.£-.jp.o ?Jvo~ ICE ?ravap.[wp.o]v ICE 
?rava-yla~. I copied them in 1905. 

VOX.. IV. 20 
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In all probability Theodore was father of Papadia, who 
in that case was unmarried. 

3. On the side of the entrance to a small chapel built on 
to church No. XXI. at Bin Bir Kilisse-

(Here) was laid to rest the Domestikos on May fourth. 

The Domesticus was one ?f the highest officers in the 
Byzantine army; and probably Barata produced only one 
person who ever attained that rank. Hence his name is 
omitted as being familiar to all readers of the epitaph. 

·He probably belonged to the ninth or tenth century, when 
the Saracen raids were being repelled from Anatolia. There 
can be no doubt that this chapel was his memorial. 

4. On the middle column in the west door of church 
No. I. at Bin Bir Kilisse-

Here lies Mousianou, (son of) George 

Other words or names follow which I cannot understand ; 
yet the letters are clearly legible ; the engraver must have 
erred. 

5. On the middle column in the west door of church 
No. V. at Bin Bir Kilisse-

Here lies the blessed Chionia in the month of Pephruary.1 

The inscriptions, which are dated only by the month 
without the year, show a lowstandard of chronology. The 
date by indiction, though it is a bad system, shows a dis
tinctly higher standard, and points to an earlier period and 
better education. Hence the two following, which are 
evidently companion epitaphs, must be placed earlier than 
those which mention only the month. 

1 This may serve as a specimen of the spelling in these late inscriptions : 
it indicates a very rude pronunciation of the Greek language. 

It may be doubted whether the epithet p.a.Kd.p•os, applied to Chionia 
in 5, had at this late period any other meaning than "deceased"; and 
perhaps it may be taken as indicative of sympathy and pity for an un
timely death. In older inscriptions, as for example Studies in the Hitltory 
of the Eastern Provinces, p. 22, p.a.KapLOs carried more connotation in an 
epitaph. 
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6. On a stone in the west front of church No. II. at Deghile 
at the south corner--

Here lies Philaretos son of Akylas : I died in the war on thirtieth 
May, indiction the fourth. 

The war was doubtless the war against the Arabs, which 
lasted for nearly three centuries from about 670. 

,7. On a stone beside the last in the same course of the 
west front of church No. II. at Deghile--

Here lies Akylas : he died on eleventh April, indiction the tenth. 

It is to be presumed that the church was built by Akylas 
in memory of his son, and that the father himself was after
wards buried beside his son. The epitaph of the latter is 
on the corner-stone in the place of honour, but still not in 
such a conspicuous position as 2-5. 

A noteworthy fact is that the older epitaphs give more 
information and are more individualized than the later. 
Even the following must be regarded as older than 2-5, 

which are of the latest and worst class. 
8. On the south wall of church No. VII. at Deghile-
Here lies Paul : he died on the third of April. 

The addition of the verb " he died " raises this above the 
level of 2-5 ; and, in fact, the church of Paul was prob
ably among the earliest of this late class of churches. 

Considering the conspicuous position in the building 
occupied by all these inscriptions, we must suppose that 
they had some connexion with the construction. At first 
I thought that they might have been engraved on the 
completed churches as a special honour permitted by the 
ecclesiastical authorities, or even on the buildings after 
they had fallen into ruins. But both these hypotheses 
seem inacceptable. So long as there was a Christian 
population in Barata, it cannot be supposed that the 
churches, even . though ruined, lost their sanctity in the 
popular eye so completely that the pillars of the doorways 
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could be used as chance gravestones. The churches were 
and remained to the end holy places, and could never have 
been used without permission as cemeteries, and neither 
graffitti nor unauthorized epitaphs can be supposed to 
have been placed so conspicuously on them. 

Nor is it a sufficient explanation of the facts to say that 
there was a strong popular desire to be buried in holy 
ground, and that the right to be buried in the doorway of 
the church as the most honourable place was granted as 
a compliment or for money. We have found no proof of 
the western habit of making graves in the churches and 
of surrounding the churches with graves close up to the 
walls, and covering the walls with sepulchral inscriptions. 
In some cases, as No. VII. at Maden-Sheher and I. at Deghile, 
churches were built in the midst of or close to cemeteries 
already existing; but here the graves are, in my opinion, 
older (as is certain in regard to some of them, but cannot 
be proved in every case). There is one sepulchral inscrip
tion in each of those late churches, and no more ; 1 and this 
one is placed in a specially conspicuous position. 

Nor is it a sufficient explanation to suppose that this 
right was granted to certain distinguished persons as a 
mark of special respect and honour. The persons com
memorated are not those who had won a high position or 
rendered services to the church or the state. One is an 
idiot child, others are young women in all probability 
unmarried.2 It seems probable that, just as in ancient 
Athens the loutrophoros vase of the marriage ceremonial 
was placed on the grave of a girl who died unmarried, so 
here the church-burial is a sort of compensation in the 

1 I except certain older inscribed stones which were taken and put into 
the walls when they were building : the inscriptions being more or less 
defaced: see Studies in the History of the Eaatern Provinces, p. 262. 

2 The husband would probably be mentioned, if they were married. 
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world of death for misfortune in life or untimely death. 
One person alone is distinguished, the Domesticus ; and 
in his case it is on other grounds quite certain that the 
church at the door of which he was buried was his .sepulchral 
monument. The Domesticus was laid to rest in a small 
memorial church of cruciform shape which was attached 
as a sort of chapel to the north side of the large church 
No. XXI. 

The whole series of churches bearing these inscriptions, 
therefore, seem to have been built as memorials of the 
dead. 

Now compare this class of church inscriptions with a 
different class, in better style of writing and spelling. 

9. On the front of the same door-pillar in No. VI., which 
has inscription 2 on its side, 

Through the vow of Teucer, son of Papias. 

10. At the west door of the same church, No. VI., in which 
are inscriptions 2 and 9, on the stone at the left side from 
which springs the left arch of the double doorway, 

Through the vow of Nesius, son of Tiberius. 

11. In the same church, No. VI., over the door leading 
from the narthex into the church proper, 

Through the vow of Mammas the trib(une). 

No epigraphist would hesitate for a moment to place 
inscriptions 9-11 much earlier than 2; 1 yet they are on 

1 They are engraved and spelt in a.· superior style ; and the names· 
suit best with a. comparatively early date. Teucer never passed into 
Christian nomenclature, and we should not be inclined to believe that it 
wa.s used much, if at all, later than the fifth century. The other names 
in 9-11 were all adopted a.s Christian, but Nesius is found in the Episcopal 
lists only A.D. 431, a.nd Ma.mma.s, though found in A.D. 692, wa.s far com
moner in the councils of the fifth and sixth centuries than in the later. 
Pa.pia.s is found in the Councils of A.D. 451, 503, 869. The fifth, or pos
sibly the sixth century is the time when the church was built and these 
inscriptions engraved. There is a doubt whether the formula was in vogue 
as early as the fourth century; otherwise I should have suggested a fourth 
century date for such a. name as Teucer. 
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the same church, of which we have supposed that 2 was the 
dedicatory inscription. The explanation is that this church 
fell into ruins, either having been destroyed by the Arabs 
when Barata was captured by them somewhere about 
A.D. 700, or having suffered from earthquake ; and it was 
restored or rebuilt at a later time. The restoration was 
very complete. The roof had fallen in, but considerable 
part of the walls was standing, with the doorway on the 
west, the windows of the apse on the east and the lower 
part of the windows on the sides. The height to which 
the walls remained standing does not favour the hypothesis 
of an earthquake ; 1 and therefore we regard it as pretty 
certain that this church was destroyed by the Arabs some~ 
where about A.D. 700, and rebuilt as a memorial of Papadia 
at a later date (in the ninth century probably, as we shall 
show in a later paragraph). 

When the epitaphs are regarded in this chronological 
order, it is apparent that they indicate a degeneration of 
religious feeling and a reversion to the simplest ancient 
belief about the grave. Just as the ancient grave was a 
temple, the home of the dead, who is a god identified with 
and partly merged in the supreme deity, so in this late 
Christian period the church is, so to say, the sepulchral 
monument ; but the point of distinction remains that, so 
far as we can discover, the Christian was never actually 
buried inside his church ·monument. Still it was the 
fact that the one great religious duty, alike in this late 
time and in the oldest period, was to prepare a grave, and 
the grave was a sanctuary. No trace remained, so far as 
we can observe, of the idea that the church was a place of 

1 That earthquakes occurred in this volcanic region may be assumed 
as certain. At Deghile my wife was informed that a severe shoek had 
been felt there two years ago. At Bin Bir Kilisse I was told by a native 
that no earthquake was known to have ever occurred there ; but I 
distrust his evidence. 
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instruction in moral duty and religious thought ; the church 
was in itself holy, and it was a duty supreme above every 

other-so far as remains show-to build a grave-church. 
Several of these epitaphs, especially 2, 4, 5, were engraved 

on churches of an earlier time, which had sunk into ruins 
(probably when the city was destroyed by the Arabs, as it 
must have been, owing to its exposed situation 1} and after
wards been restored and largely rebuilt. The rebuilding 
must be connected with the epitaph, and the restoration 
of a ruined church was evidently equally meritorious with 
the building of a new one, and carried the right to be buried 
at the doorway and to have the epitaph engraved on the 
central column supporting the door. 

The deterioration in religious feeling was accompanied 
by a deterioration in education. A glance at the sequence 
of the inscriptions is sufficient to show this. The examples 
given above are proof enough. Christianity is the religion 
of an educated people, and deterioration on the religious 
side implies and produces deterioration also on the educa
tional side. A successful defence against barbarous foes 
has often stimulated a people to higher intellectual effort ; 
but the successful defence of Asia Minor against the Arabs 
produced no such effect. We can hardly call it a national 
defence, though the people were forced to take some 
measures for self-defence, and the epitaph of Philaretos, 
given above, shows some pride in a defender of the country. 
The repulse of the Arabs, however, was mainly due to a 
professional army and one which was in a considerable 
degree foreign and mercenary. The people of Barata threw 
themselves on the protection of the saints. They built 
churches. They made the churches an essential part of 

1 The passibility must be left open that an earthquake caused the ruin. 
But in Nos. I. and VI. it seemed probable that ruin by an earthquake 
would have been more wide-reaching. 
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their defences. When their city was destroyed by the 
Arabs, they made Deghile, three miles to the west and high 
on the hills, the centre of their state, and fortified it. The 
rock peaks, which were most vital points in the line of 
defence or immediately outside of it, were occupied by 
grave-churches, and thus placed under the protection each 
of its special saint. A people so devoted to saints and holy 
places has not in itself the elements of vigour or of education ; 
and the Turkish conquest of a degenerating nation was the 
inevitable result. 

In church No. IlL at Deghile we have a good example 
of a series of constructions, the sequence of which can be 
determined both architecturally and epigraphically. The 
church was built according to a vow made by a group of 
persons, whose names are given on the inner front of the 
apse: 

12. The vow of Akylas and Valerius [sons of Vie ?]torius. The vow 
of Indakos, son of Valerius. The vow of Dometios. They, having 
made a vow, completed (the church). [The vow] of Cle[mens], of 
V alerius, of Dometios. 

This inscription is expressed in an earlier formula, 
stating a principle which, at least in outward expression, 
is more in accordance with the nature of Christianity. The 
reason for the vow is not mentioned. There is no overt 
association with a grave. Yet we may suspect, from the 
development which occurred later, that even here the vow 
was not unconnected with sepulture. That, indeed, cannot 
be absolutely proved ; but it is certain that a stately tomb 
and a less conspicuous one were placed in the south end 
of the narthex, and that the stately tomb bears the name 
of [Vie ?]torius the Presbyter, who seems to be the father 
of two of the dedicants.1 

All these names, except Indakos, passed into Christian 
1 The name of [Vie ]torius is unfortunately mutilated both on the 

a.pse and on the tomb in the narthex. This mutilation prevente 
certainty. 
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nomenclature, and afford no criterion of date. Indakos is 
not found in the list of bishops at the councils 325-879 A.D., 

but occurs in Lycaonian Christian inscriptions of the fourth 
or fifth century as the name of a bishop and other Chris
tians. From this one name no argument as to date can be 
drawn safely. 

Then, some time later, Longinus son of Indakos died ; 
and in his memory there was erected a triple gateway 
leading into an open space, which was bounded on the south 
by the church and on the north by a private house of larger 
size than is usual in these ruins. We may conjecture that 
some or all of the people connected with the construction 
of the church belonged to the family which owned this 
house. On one of the supporting pillars of the gateway 
was engraved the epitaph-

13. In memory of Longinus, son of Inda.kos, the presbyter. 

On another of the pillars was engraved the inscription-

14. Through the vow of Paul, son of Longinus. 

The gateway, then, was erected by Paul, according to a 
vow, as a sepulchral monument to his father Longinus. 
A gateway must lead into something; and there can be 
no doubt that the space between the house and the church 
was in some way marked off, and the gateway was con
structed as a more splendid entrance to it. It is a pity 
that we did not excavate this space completely in order to 
determine its character, and whether there were family 
graves in it. 

Then some years passed, and the construction was 
enlarged. The narthex of the church was carried far out 
to the north to join the house, and a series of arches was 
built on the inside of this prolongation. The whole space 
between the church and the house was thus enclosed com
pletely by walls. An inscription on one of the arches gives 
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the reason and the date for this enlargement and for the 
whole series of constructions. 

15. Through the vow of Basil the presbyter, there was com
pleted the Presbyterion under Leo the most holy metropolitan until 
Constantine the most holy metropolitan during 51 years. And, 
being involved in powerlessness and unable to consummate the 
divine teachings, -of my own free will and voluntary choice I begged 
leave to resign the much-loved liturgy of Christ; but I have 
persevered in prayer'; and I entreat the Merciful One for forgiveness 
of my sins and at the same time of (the sins of) Irene my wife. 

It was written by the hand of Basil the presbyter, in the month 
of September, indiction the fourth. 

What the Presbyterian was I am unable to say. 2 The 

1 I am indebted to M. Clermont Ganneau for the interpretation of the 
letters <1r1JP.<P<p.< as e7r<(P.<)p.€P1JP.rl<. This I prefer to the idea that also 
has occurred to me, f7r<p.€Pop.<(P) ; for the omission of the reduplication 
is found also in OVP1JP.EPoP for oelivP1JP.EPov (which was unknown to the 
distinguished French scholar and explorer, when he sent me the emenda. 
tion). The augment is also omitted in [T]epu]691J. M. Clermont Gan
neau's suggestion (for which I am most grateful to him) sets aside the 
interpretation given in my Studies in the History and Art of the Eastern 
Provinces, p. 258 f., on the suggestion of another distinguished scholar. 
Several points in the inscription which I could not understand in my 
first interrupted copy have been completed by study for many days 
during 1907. I owe to M. Ganneau also the reading 01}0ci.-yp.a.Ta.. 

2 It perhaps was a church presided over by a presbyter, as distinguished 
from a church where there was a bishop. Then a Kollegion (mentioned 
in 17) was a church wher& there was a college of several presbyters. 
Church No. III. at Bin Bir Kilisse was a Kollegion, and it is one of the 
larger churches. No. XXI. has a bishop's chair. No. I. at Deghila 
had a screen fixed across the first two columns of the nave, and must 
therefore have had a college of presbyters attached to it. The same 
is the case with several other_ of the churches, in which the apse 
(originally the space allotted to the body of presbyters) was found 
insufficient, and the eastern end of the nave was screened off for their 
benefit. Another interpretation of Presbyterian has been suggested, 
that it meant a place (church) where the presbyters met. In that case 
the Presbyterian would be equivalent to the Kollegion. It has been 
suggested also that the word is hare used in the sense which is well known 
elsewhere (see Sophocles, Lexicon of Later and Byzantine Greek, s.v.) viz., 
"the office of a presbyter." In that case the inscription would not 
mention formally any building, but would simply record that " by the 
vow of Basil the presbyter his office as presbyter was completed " : this 
I cannot accept, for one does not vow to terminate one's presbyterate; 
Basil was compelled by ill health to do so. The vow of Basil was 
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name is in some way applied to include the entire complex 
of buildings, whose construction we have just described. 
The period of fifty-one years cannot possibly denote the 
time required for Basil's small additions ; and in all prob
ability it gives the whole time from the inception to the 
completion ; 1 and Basil prides himself on having put the 
finishing touches to a work called a Presbyterion, which 
had been in process for fifty-one years. Leo was metro
politan bishop of !conium at the second council of Nicaea 
in A.D. 787 ; and therefore the fifty-one years may fairly 
be reckoned from 790 to 840, or 800 to 850. 

This very precise calculation gives a date and a wel
come confirmation for our previous results. About A.D. 800 
the later custom of putting purely sepulchral inscriptions on 
a church and regarding the Church as practically a sepulchral 
monument had not yet come into fashion. It was then 
still usual to state simply that a church was erected in 
accordance with a vow, even although (as in this case) a 
grave was placed in the narthex and the church was in a 
certain way memorial and sepulchral. Before 850 a gate
way adjoining the church and forming part of the series 
of ecclesiastical constructions was inscribed with a memorial 
inscription in memory of Longinus the presbyter. About 
850, when the narthex was enlarged, there was placed in the 
new wall an epitaph of the latest and poorest character-

to do something, and the object of the vow is here defined as u:>-.<~wo-a.L To 
7rp<o-{JvTtpLOv; in No. 12 the object of the vow is simply uXEo-aL (T1)v 
olKoaop:lw); in No. 16 it is Te:>-.io-a.L (or u:>-.<~wo-a•) To Ko:>-.:>-.frt•ov: the comple
tion of the Kollegion in the one case, and the completion of the Presby
terion in the other case, must be interpreted as exactly parallel to each 
other. The interpretation which we reject might be taken to imply that 
Basil vowed, if he completed fifty years of the presbyterate, to make the 
building, on which (about 855 A.D.) he engraved his inscription: the 
relationship of the other persons would then be the only evidence as to 
the time over which the series of buildings extended; but this would 
give a very similar result, only less narrowly defined. 

1 This is not a logical &r grammatical construction ; but the sentence 
i8 illogical on any interpretation. 
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16. Here lies Sergius in the month, fourteenth, of Octouberius. 

The exact year when Basil, now a very old man, wrote 
his inscription (which is practically his epitaph, and which 
in that view may be compared with the epitaph of St. 
Avircius Marcellus, engraved in the seventy-second year 
of his age, under his orders and oversight, on the tombstone 
which he had provided for himself) was a fourth indiction ; 
and, as M. Clermont Ganneau points out in his letter to 
me, this must either be 840 or 855 A.D. I prefer the later 
date, as suiting better the letters and the whole circum
stances. 

I must state in general that all the architectural facts 
mentioned are due originally to the knowledge and quick 
observation of Miss Bell, though she must not be regarded 
as responsible for the theories which I base on them or the 
form in which I state them. 

The inscriptions on church No. Ill. at Bin Bir Kilisse 
throw light on and receive light from the group of in
scriptions in No. Ill. at Deghile. In the nave above the 
arcades and over the apse was engraved in small groups of 
letters-

17. [Certain persons, whose description and names are lost) 
having made a vow in common, completed the Kollegion. 

On the outside of the apse is the one given above as No. 1. 

Which of these is earlier, and which later, or are they 
contemporary ~ We found no traces of reconstruction in 
this church ; and therefore it is to be presumed that it was 
constructed at one time by one group of persons, who 
inscribed inside the record of their action in a most conspicu
ous and honourable place. Outside, one of them was per
mitted to inscribe the record of the sepulchral character of 
the building. The latter record was not as yet permitted 
to be inscribed on one of the doorposts, but was relegated 
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to a less honourable but still conspicuous position on the 
apse. A church had not yet come to be regarded as prac
tically equivalent to a sepulchral monument ; but popular 
opinion was far on the way to that stage; and therefore 
this church belongs to the period intermediate between the 
inception and completion of the Presbyterian No. Ill. at 
Deghile, say about 840 A.D. The inscription inside the 
Kollegion is closely related in character to that on the apse 
inside the Presbyterian, but rather later in style than the 
latter ; both record in the earlier fashion that the building 
was made through the vow of certain individuals. The 
inscription on the outside wall of the Kollegion has a place 
not unlike that of Nos. 13 and 14 outside the Presbyterian, 
keeping the sepulchral record outside the church, and it 
approximates in character rather to Nos. 6, 7, than to Nos. 
2-5. Epigraphically, therefore, the conclusion is that the 
Presbyterian was begun about 805 A.D. ; church No. II. at 
Deghile bearing inscriptions 6 and 7, was built about 820; 
the gateway at the north-east end of the Presbyterian with 
inscriptions 13, 14, about 830; church No. Ill. at Bin 
Bir Kilisse about 840; while the Presbyterian was com
pleted about 855. 

As to the relation of the older gods to the saints of the 
Orthodox Church, we have learned little. There is not 
here a continuous tradition, as there is at !conium where 
the Christian population has never died out. At Barata 
the Christians probably maintained themselves for some 
time after the Seljuk conquest. There is a rude fortification, 
a walled village, evidently of a very late period, in the 
southern part of the lower town. It cannot be Turkish, 
for there has never been a mosque inside of it, and the 
fortifications are not such as we should readily attribute 
to the Seljuks. In the upper part of the town one of the 
churches has been transformed into a mosque in the early 
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Turkish period.1 The situation here during the century 
following the Turkish conquest in 1072 was evidently similar 
to that which existed at a later time in Smyrna before that 
city was finally conquered by Tamerlane in 1402; the upper 
town of Barata, and the Castle of Smyrna, were held by 
the invading Turks: part of the lower town of Barata, 
and the port of Smyrna, were fortified and held by the 
Christians. Many other cases are known and some have 
been described elsewhere, in which a Christian and a 
Turkish village continued to exist side by side after the 
Turkish conquest, though gradually the Christian popula
tion either died out or became Moslem.2 So it was at 
Barata. The lower town is now purely Moslem, while the 
upper town is absolutely uninhabited, and it was only 
through our excavations that the transformation of one 
of the churches into a mosque was discovered. Other 
churches were made into Turkish houses, as the excavations 
showed. As the Moslem population has died out, these 
have been abandoned and gradually filled up and covered. 

If the Christian population of Barata had possessed 
sufficient energy, it would have maintained its continuity 
and would have preserved the memory of its saints and its 
festivals, for the Seljuk Sultans seem not to have been 
hostile to the Christian population of their dominions. It 

was internal and moral· weakness, combined with the 
destruction of industry and civilization by the hordes of 
nomad Turkmens (who were never in any real sense sub
ject to the Sultans until the nineteenth century), not per
secution by the government, which obliterated (except in 

1 This is No. XV. (which Strygowski mixes up with No. XVI.). Another 
of the churches, No. X., was transformed into a bakery in that same period. 

2 For example Tefeni, the town of St. Stephen, and Karamanli, the men 
of the chief Karaman, and Sivasli, the people of Sevaste, and Seljukler, 
the Seljuks, were two such pairs of neighbouring villages: see Cities and 
Bi•hoprics of Phrygia, i. p. 303, ii. pp. 576, 581. 
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sporadic remnants) the Christianity of central Anatolia 
during the twelfth century. Through the destruction of the 
Christian tradition we are reduced to the evidence of 
epigraphy and nomenclature. In the city our researches 
disclosed in one church the name of Michael. And in the 
hills around there is some slight evidence. In a memorial 
chapel No. VII. at Deghile, which bears the epitaph of 
Paul on the outside of the north wall and has a grave in 
the entrance just outside the door on the west, there is 
on the apse an invocation to St. Conon, whose memory was 
specially revered in Isauria and the surrounding districts: 
li"fU! Kovwv ,8[o~8Et n This may be taken as a proof that 
the chapel built as a memorial of Paul, whether by himself 
before his death or by his relatives after he was dead, was 
dedicated to St. Conon, a popular saint in Pamphylia, 
Isauria and Lycaonia. As the church of Paul is near the 
family house on the north side of No. Ill., this Paul may be 
the person mentioned in inscription 14. That would give 
850-880 as the date of this memorial church of Paul, which 
is highly probable epigraphically. 

It is also probable that the name Mahalitch,l by which the 
Turks call the highest peak of the mountain, contains a 
reminiscence of Michael, and that this lofty peak was 
dedicated by the Christians to the commander of the hosts 
of angels. The apse of the memorial chapel of Leo on the 
peak was formerly covered with fresco, of which only a very 
small part remains, showing ornamentation in interlaced 
circles and the broken first letters of the name of a saint. 

1 Often pronounced Mahlitch, especially with a vocalic ending, e.g. 
Mahlije (h aspirated); but the longer form must be the older. 

The spelling is execrable ; and yet it must be remembered that these 
are the epitaphs of persons of some wealth, who could afford to make 
constructions in or around the church, and who received the honour of 
a church-grave. 
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I could read the A of :4ry£o~ and part of a letter which was 
probably M. 

The names of Conon and Michael take us into the ordinary 
angel-service of Byzantine times. In the half-magical, half
liturgical superstition of the period no name was more often 
used as that of a heavenly protector and champion than 
the name of Michael the Archangel. 

By A.D. 850 the pressure of the Arabs on Asia Minor 
was being relaxed, rather from their growing weakness and 
the disorganization of the unwieldy Caliphate, than from 
the strength or energy of the Byzantine Empire. The 
population of Barata, who had deserted the town at the 
foot of the mountain about A.D. 700, had been compara
tively safe .from the Arab raids in their high mountain 
abodes; and now they began to return and to rebuild the 
lower town, which, as it now lies before us in ruins, belongs 
to the two centuries 850-1050. Church-construction was 
the order of the day, and the main business of the inhabi
tants. We observed no evidence of corporate life or 
municipal or social activity except in this form. Society 
seems to have gone back almost to the old theocratic system 
of primitive Anatolia, in a degenerated form, with the 
Imperial Byzantine go~ernment standing apart in the 
background and occasionpJly intervening. In the two parts 
of the town, upper and lower,! there are about thirty 

churches. A few of these may possibly have survived from 
the time before the Arab conquest. Several were standing 
half ruined, and were reconstructed with new roofs and part 

of the walls rebuilt, as for example Nos. I., VI., VII., and 
XXI. But the great majority were new buildings, some 
perhaps on old foundations. The variety of design and the 
beauty of outline are remarkable. One would at first sight 

1 These form one whole, distinguished from Deghile three miles away 
on the mountain. 
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say that there was no degeneration in church architecture. 
Yet even here the details will not bear examination. The 
plan was traditional and good ; the work was poor and 
bad. The measurements were always rough and inaccurate. 
In no case does any side correspond exactly to the opposite 
side. No real liking for the work appears, no loving care 
to make it as rich and as beautiful as possible. The mould
ings are fiat and poor, the walls bare, the lintels and other 
parts where ornament was almost necessary show poor 
designs or are perfectly plain. Very often two walls which 
meet are not worked into one another, but simply touch, 
as if one had been added at a later time ; and yet both 
belong to the original plan and form parts of the original 
work. 

Still, with all their faults, the buildings have a dignity 
and simplicity which are very effective. The great tradition 
of Byzantine architecture was preserved to the very end 
in this remote part of the Emfire. It did not decay and 
die out gradually; it merelY', ceased when the Christian 
Empire expired, and when there was no longer any theatre 
for its activity. 

Apart from the church architl'lcture, there is little to say 
in favour of this provincial By~antine town. Monasteries 
multiplied : they abound all ~ver the mountain. The 
people seem to have been wholl~ dominated by ecclesiastic 
interests. Much of the land must have passed into the 
possession of the monasteries, and so been withdrawn from 
the service of the state. Patriotism could not survive in 
such an atmosphere ; and there is no reason to think that 
the Imperial government either tried or deserved to rouse 
a national and loyal spirit, for it was becoming steadily 
more oriental, more despotic and more rigid. But the 
major part of the blame for the national decay must be 
laid on the Orthodox Church. The nation had been delivered 

VOL. IV. 21 
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over to its care. It had been supreme and its authority 
unquestioned, after the Iconoclasts had been put down. 
The result was that art and learning and education were 
dead, and the monasteries were left. The Orthodox 
Church had allied itself with autocracy against the people, 
and with the superstitious mob against the heretics and the 
thinkers. Its triumph meant the ruin of the nation and 
tlw degradation of higher morality and intellect and 
Christianity and art. In our excavations, never deep, we 
did not find any article worth picking up. 

But a high standard of material comfort still reigned 
in the mountain. The delightful air could not be ruined. 
The water supply, bountifully provided in early time, was 
cared for and maintained in good order. The vines grew 
generously on the volcanic soil of the hillsides. Whatever 
else failed, the wine-presses, which we found in numbers, 
were still trodden,1 the harvests were still reaped, and the 
fruit still gathered from the ~rees. Pope, in the end of the 
Dunciad, describing the chosen refuge of Dulness, might 
have been speaking of the Kara Dagh under the sway of 
the Orthodox Church-

To happy convents, bo:f>med deep in vines, 
Where slumber abbots,' purple as their wines 1 ; 

To isles of fragrance, ply-silvered vales, 
Diffusing odours on t~e panting gales. 

' Whether the spirit of the two following lines would also 
suit, our information does not enable us to judge-

To lands of singing and of dancing slaves, 
Love-whispering woods and lute-resounding waves. 

If they did suit, the Orthodox Church would have restored 
one more feature of the primitive Anatolian ritual ; but 
the general character of that Church does not lead us to 

believe that they suited. 
1 Strictly speaking, the presses were orWihed down by lever power. 
1 We found the tomb of • A{Jru IUrpos IIcuriis. 
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NoTE.-It will be convenient to place here together the 
text of the inscriptions quoted:-

1. £v8ai>E Ka.niK'Y}T£ ~ l,n<f>avov, /)-~ yvovua. xapovua 11'0T£, iJ-7JV~ Nol
{3pov {: on the adjoining stone to left, a.VT7J [ ~] Ka.'Tl!Kvu~~ p,ov 

' .~ ·~ .... ' ¥ [ ] • 0 ' 7J<; EOVIJ. EOVO~, 00£ KaTVKVO'O aVT7J V ; I.e., KaTOLK7JO'L~, KO.TOLK7JO'W : 
Studies in the History, etc., p. 261. See also no. 17. 

2. On the capital of the pillar, ®Eo8opo> 8ovA.o(>) X(ptuTo)v: below 
on the shaft, £K7Jp,~8v ~ ITa7ra8~a. p,7JV~ Ma.pTlov .q, Ta~ 8£Ka11'£Te dp,~v· 
o ®(t:o)~ p,aKa.p~uv T{Jv. For the strange formula, stating the 
day of the month or the deceased's age, on the analogy of the 
modern expression for hours of the day, but with ~p,lpa> under
stood instead of if>pa.s, compare an epitaph in a village cemetery 
on the mountain E8a (sic !) KaTaK7JTE ITavmA.tov· £Kvp,l87J p,7Jv~ 
I't:voap~ov .q, Ta> Tp7JavTa. p,~av. T~v also is a modern usage. 

3 . .!Kvp,~8[7J] o il.op,t:UT7JKO~ p,7Jv(L] Ma~'!' S'. 
4. lv()a KaTaKtTE MovuLavo[v] I'[ E]wpy{w A.auv7rALyauv7rwp,Lvas. 
5. Ev()a KaTaK7JT£ ~ p,a.dp7JO> X7Jov~a p,7JV~ ITECppovap~ov. 
6. ~vBa K~TE 4>7JAapETO> 'AKvAa· d7rtBcwov is Tov 71'0AEp,ov p,7Jv~ Ma~ov 

A.', iv8. S. The first person is certain, a usage common in older 
epitaphs. 

7. EvBa K~n 'AKiA~: d71't8avEv 'A7rp7JA~ov tS', iv~f t'. 
8. (v()a KaTaK7JTE ~t.\os· &7rtBav~ p,7Jv~ 'A7rp7JAvov y'. 
9. £vxii TwKpov ITa~lov. Here and in similar short inscriptions 

£vx~ is possible ; but the analogy of many longer ones proves 
that Evxii is right and that a passive verb is to be understood as 
following. 

10. Evxii N7Julov TL{3Eplov. 
11. Evxii Map,p,a Tpt{3(ovvov). 
12. (1) EVxU 'AKvAov Ka~ OvaAYJplov {BtK?]Topi[ov]. 

(2) wx:U 'IvScl.Kov OvaAYJplov. ' 
(3) £vx:U il.op,ETlov· £vtap,£vot .!TtA7Juav. 
(4) On the central stone of the apse, between stones (1) 

and (2), are engraved irregularly KA7J[p,£vTo~ ?] OvaAYJp{ov il.op,ETlov, 
round the ornate cross which covers the middle of this central stone 
of the arch. On the high-built grave which fills the south end of 
the narthex is engraved [BtK]Top7J~ 7rp£u{3v(TEpo~). The form-TopYJ~, 
gen. Top~ov, is of a common class: compare Bau~AYJ~, -~ov1 in 16, 
llpYYJ~ in 16. Akylas (Aquila of Acts) is probably the person who 
occurs in 6 and 7, on a church close by. 

13. fnr~p p,v~p,YJ~ Aovylvov 'IvSaKov 7rp£u{3v(lpov). The second n is 
corrected from E by the engraver. 

14. Evx:U ITa.vAov Aoyy[vov. 
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15. ,l,x.fi Ba0"'1A>7ov 7rpEu{3vTlpov [T]£[A<]o0"7 To 7rp£u(3UTlpwv v1ro 
AloVTO~ Tov &:ytoTaTov f.L'Y/Tpo1roA£Tov lo<: KoO"TavT>7vov Tov tl'Y"7oT.iTov 
f.L"7TP01r()A{TOV lT("7) aJ/. KE iA[O]ovTO<; 1 f.LOU £v a'iivvap.{Cf KE f.Lt 8vV'Y/f.LEVOV 
p.ou lKT£Aiv Tdo fhja 8'Y/8tfyp.aTa, ~Kov!T>7Cf p.ov TL yvop.[y] KE aMEprro
{3ovAy (or as two words) 1rapET17rrap."7v T"YJv 1roAv1ro0"1Tov Tov X(ptuT)ov 
AtTovpy[av, Tfj 8e 7rpo!T£VXL l7r"7f.LEVLf.L£, Ke 7rapaKaAo Tcw f.AE>lp.ovav .;,, 
EtJu'lfAaxv~ f.LV ac.~ tl[p.]apnp.aTOV 11.</J£rr"7V ap.a KE 'Hplvt~ Tt<; uvvfJ>7ov 
p.o(u]. 

l[yp]tf[ </J]Ot 8td. X'P(o]s B[a]!T[<]A{ou 7rpE!T[(3vTl]pov p.tvt 'S£7T'TE{3plov 
LV. 'f)', 

The text is very worn and extremely difficult, the letters are rude, 
the lines irregular, and the stone friable. Unless it had been pro
tected by the arch from the weather, the stone would have been 
quite illegible. And unless I had had the opportunity of studying 
the inscription for three weeks in all states of the light, I could not 
have deciphered the text completely. As stated above, I am 
greatly indebted to M. Clermont Ganneau. 8vv"7p.l.vov is certain. 

16. On the west front of the northern enlargement· of the narthex 
of No. VII. at Deghile. 

Z.VOa ~· ~~P'Y"7' f.Ll'~ (sic!) t8' '0KTovf3"7P>7ov. 

17. Above the arcades and apse of the nave of No. Ill. at Bin Bir 
Kilisse. The southern arcades had fallen in, when I copied the 
inscription in 1882 ; all have now fallen. [ oi 'ii£i:v£<;] To KoAAijyw f.v 

Kotv41 £flea}Ao£vot £Tl[A£!Tav or Adwrrav]. No 1 is on the outside of the 
apse of the church. 

w. M. RAMSAY. 

THE DISCIPLE WHOM JESUS LOVED. 

IN the second part of the Fourth Gospel, which deals exclu
sively with the Lord's Supper, the Cross, and the Resur
rection, the Evangelist introduces a figure elsewhere unknown, 
"the Disciple whom Jesus loved." This portion of the 
Gospel is doubly marked off from the first twelve chapters, 
which deal with the public ministry; (a) by the general 
reflections on the results of Jesus' public work in xii. 37-50 ; 

1 Perhaps ivovTos, as I formerly read, is right ; but I think the text 
is AI (where I is followed by a blurred space for a square 9) and not N 
(followed by a hole in the stone left empty by the engraver). 


